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Abstract—Congestion control algorithms are crucial in achieving high utilization while preventing overloading the network. Over the years, many different congestion control algorithms have been developed, each trying to improve over others in specific situations. However, their interactions and co-existence has, to date, not been thoroughly evaluated, which is the focus of this paper. Through head-to-head comparisons of loss-based, delay-based and hybrid types of congestion control algorithms, we reveal that fairness in resources claimed is often not achieved, especially when flows sharing a link have different round-trip times or belong to different groups.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the wake of the growing demand for higher bandwidth, higher reliability, and lower latency, novel congestion control algorithms have been developed. For example, in 2016, Google published its bottleneck bandwidth and round-trip time (BBR) congestion control algorithm, claiming it was able to operate without filling buffers [1]. Around the same time, TCP LoLa [2] and TIMELY [3] were proposed, focusing on low latency and bounding of the queuing delay. Moreover, new transport protocols such as QUIC allow the implementation of algorithms directly in user space, which facilitates quick development of new transport features. However, congestion control algorithms have been typically developed in isolation, without thoroughly investigating their behaviour in the presence of other congestion control algorithms, which is the goal of this paper.

In this paper, we first divide existing congestion control algorithms into three groups: loss-based, delay-based, and hybrid. Based on experiments in a testbed, we study the interactions over a bottleneck link among flows of the same group, across groups, as well as when flows have different Round-Trip Times (RTTs). We find that flows using loss-based algorithms are over-powering flows using delay-based, as well as hybrid algorithms. Moreover, when flows using loss-based algorithms fill the queues, increase in queuing delay of all the other flows sharing the bottleneck is determined by their presence. Non-loss-based groups thus cannot be used in a typical network, where flows typically rely on a loss-based algorithm. In addition, we observe that convergence times can be large, which may surpass the flow duration for many applications. Finally, we find that hybrid algorithms, such as BBR, not only favour flows with a higher RTT, but they also cannot maintain a low queuing delay as promised.

In Section II, we provide an overview and classification of congestion control mechanisms. In Section III, we (1) identify a set of key performance metrics to compare them, (2) describe our measurement setup, and (3) present our measurement results. Additional measurements are given in an extended version [4].

II. BACKGROUND

Since the original TCP specification (RFC 793 [5]), numerous congestion control algorithms have been developed. In this paper, we focus mostly on algorithms designed for wired networks. The algorithms we consider can be used both by QUIC and TCP and can be divided into three main groups (see Fig. 1): (1) loss-based algorithms that detect congestion when buffers are already full and packets are dropped, (2) delay-based algorithms that rely on RTT measurements and detect congestion by an increase in RTT, indicating buffering.
and (3) hybrid algorithms that use some combination of the previous two methods.

A. Loss-based algorithms

The original congestion control algorithms from [5] were loss-based algorithms with TCP Reno being the first widely deployed one. With the increase in network speeds, Reno’s conservative approach of halving the congestion window became an issue. TCP connections were unable to fully utilize the available bandwidth, so that other loss-based algorithms were proposed, such as NewReno [6], Highspeed-TCP (HS-TCP [7]), Hamilton-TCP (H-TCP [8]), Scalable TCP (STCP [9]), Westwood (TCPW [10]), TCPW+ (TCP Westwood+ [11]), TCPW-A [12], and LogWestwood+ [13]. They all improved upon Reno by including additional mechanisms to probe for network resources more aggressively. However, they also react more conservatively to loss detection events, and discriminate between different causes of packet loss.

However, these improvements did not address any of the existing RTT-fairness issues, but introduced new ones [14], [15]. Indeed, when two flows with different RTTs share the same bottleneck link, the flow with the lowest RTT is likely to obtain more resources than other flows. To resolve this issue, BIC [14] and Hybla [15] were proposed. Hybla modified NewReno’s Slow Start and Congestion Avoidance phases and made them semi-independent of RTT. However, the achieved RTT-fairness meant that flows with higher RTTs behaved more aggressively. The main idea of BIC was to use a binary search algorithm to approach the optimal congestion window size. However, later evaluations showed that BIC can still have worse RTT-fairness than Reno [16]. In response, Cubic was proposed in [16]. Since Cubic is the current default algorithm in the Linux kernel, we will use it as a reference for loss-based algorithms throughout this paper.

B. Delay-based algorithms

In contrast to loss-based algorithms, delay-based algorithms are proactive. They try to find the point when the queues in the network start to fill, by monitoring the variations in RTT. An increase in RTT, or a packet drop, causes them to reduce their sending rate, while a steady RTT indicates a congestion-free state. Unfortunately, RTT estimates can be inaccurate due to delayed ACKs, cross traffic, routing dynamics, and queues in the network [3], [17].

The first algorithm that used queuing delay as a congestion indicator was TCP Dual. The first improvement to this algorithm was Vegas [18]. It focuses on estimating the number of packets in the queues and keeping it under a certain threshold. However, several issues were identified. First, when competing with existing loss-based algorithms, Vegas flows suffer from a huge decrease in performance [19], [20]. Second, it has a bias towards new flows and, finally, interprets rerouting as congestion [20]. To address these issues several modifications to Vegas were proposed, including VegasA [20], Vegas+ [19], FAST [21], VFAST [22], and NewVegas [23].

Recently, as low latency became important, several new algorithms have been proposed. Hock et al. designed LoLa [2], focusing on low latency and convergence to a fair share between flows. To improve performance in datacenter networks, Google proposed TIMELY [3], which relies on very precise RTT measurements. Since Vegas is used as the base algorithm by many other delay-based and hybrid algorithms, we use it as a reference for delay-based algorithms.

C. Hybrid algorithms

Hybrid algorithms use both loss and delay as congestion indicators. The first hybrid algorithm was Veno [24]. It is a modification of the Reno congestion control that extends the additive increase and multiplicative decrease functions by also using queuing delay as the secondary metric. To efficiently utilize the available bandwidth in high-speed networks, many algorithms use similar modifications based on the Vegas or Dual network state estimations. Some of the most important ones are Africa [25], Compound [26], and YeAH [27]. Other algorithms modify the congestion window increase function to follow a function of both the RTT and the bottleneck link capacity, such as Illinois [28], AR [29], Fusion [30], TCP-Adaptive Reno (AReno) [31], and TCP Libra [32].

In 2016, Google developed the bottleneck bandwidth and round-trip time (BBR) algorithm. However, several problems, mostly related to the Probe RTT phase, were discovered: (1) bandwidth can be shared unfairly depending on the timing of new flows and their RTT, and (2) unfairness towards other protocols, especially Cubic [33], [34], [35].

At the same time, a new approach to congestion control using online learning was proposed in PCC [36]. We use BBR as our representative for hybrid algorithms, since it is actually deployed (in Google’s network) and implemented in the Linux kernel (since v4.9).

III. Evaluation

Using the metrics described in Sec. III-A and via the set-up described in Sec. III-B, in Sections III-C and III-D we evaluate the representatives of the three algorithm groups (Cubic, Vegas and BBR). Additional measurements and results of all other algorithms that have been implemented in the Linux kernel can be found in the extended version of this paper [4].

A. Performance metrics

Sending rate represents the bit-rate (incl. data-link layer overhead) of a flow generated by the source, per time unit. Throughput measures the number of bits (incl. the data-link layer overhead) received at the receiver, per time unit. RTT (round-trip time) represents the time between sending a packet and receiving an acknowledgement of that packet. Goodput measures the amount of useful data (i.e., excl. overhead) delivered by the network between specific hosts, per time unit. This value is an indicator of the application-level QoS experienced by the end-users. Additionally, we use the goodput ratio, i.e., the amount of useful data transmitted divided by the total amount of data transmitted.
**Fairness** describes how the available bandwidth is shared among multiple users. We consider three different types of fairness: (1) **intra-fairness** describes the resource distribution between flows running the same congestion control algorithm; (2) **inter-fairness** describes the resource distribution between flows running different congestion control algorithms, and (3) **RTT-fairness** describes the resource distribution between flows having different RTTs. Fairness is represented by Jain’s index [37]. This index is based on the throughput and indicates how fair the available bandwidth at the bottleneck is shared between all flows present. This fairness index ranges from 1/n (worst case) to 1 (best case), where n is the number of flows.

**B. Experiment setup**

Each server in our testbed has a 64-bit Quad-Core Intel Xeon CPU running at 3GHz with 4GB of main memory and has 6 independent 1 Gbps NICs. Each server can play the role of a 6-degree networking node. All nodes run Linux with kernel version 4.13 with the txqueelen set to 1000, and were connected as shown in Fig. 2 with degree 1 ≤ n ≤ 4 (consequence of the limited number of NICs per server in the testbed). Given that the performance of congestion control algorithms is affected by the bottleneck link on the path, such a simple topology is sufficient for our purposes. The maximum bandwidth and the bottleneck (between s1 and s2) was limited to a pre-configured value (100 Mbps in the case of TCP and 10 Mbps in the case of QUIC) to make sure that the sending rate of the end-user applications is enough to saturate the bottleneck link with the use of ethtool. To perform measurements, we rely on tsrk, iperf, QUIC client and server (available in the Chromium project [38]) and socket statistics. From traffic traces (before and after the bottleneck), we calculate the metrics described in Sec. III-A. All the values are averaged per flow, using a configurable time interval. We consider the following two scenarios:

**BW scenario.** Each analyzed algorithm is compared to itself and all others. Host C1 generates TCP flows towards servers running at S1 using different congestion control algorithms.

**RTT scenario with flows having different RTTs.** The purpose of this scenario is to test the RTT-fairness of different congestion control algorithms. In addition to the setup of the previous scenario, the delay at links between S1 and node 2 is artificially increased using Linux TC (adding 0 – 400 ms).

We ran these scenarios five times. For all of them, the results we observe lead to qualitatively similar interactions, as presented in Sections III-C and III-D.

**C. Results: BW scenario**

**Intra-Fairness.** Delay-based and loss-based algorithms have the best intra-fairness properties, with an average fairness index within 0.94 – 0.95 (Table I). Fig. 3 shows that Jain’s index is always close to 1, indicating that all present flows receive an equal share of the resources. In addition, delay-based algorithms operate without filling the buffers, in contrast to the loss-based algorithms that periodically fill the buffers and drop packets (Fig. 3). Further, the convergence time of loss-based algorithms is higher (≈ 20 s, compared to 5 s needed for 2 Vegas flows) and their throughput oscillates the most from all the evaluated approaches (Fig. 3). When the number of Cubic flows increases to 4, bandwidth oscillations increase as well, and fairness decreases to 0.82 [4].

In contrast, hybrid-based algorithms (BBR) unexpectedly had the worst intra-fairness properties. Fig. 3 shows that they rarely converge to the same bandwidth, but oscillate between 30 Mbps and 70 Mbps (every probeRTT phase), even in scenarios in which they claim a similar share of the available resources on average. The flow that measures a higher RTT adopts a more aggressive approach and claims more resources, even if the measured RTT difference is very small (≤ 0.5 ms). Hence, they are not particularly stable. Unexpectedly, when the number of flows increases to 4, the fairness index improves, and although oscillations go down they are still present.

**Inter-Fairness.** As expected, flows that use delay-based algorithms experience a huge decrease in throughput if they share the bottleneck with loss-based flows (Fig. 4). This is because they detect congestion earlier, at the point when the queues start to fill. Loss-based algorithms on the other hand continue to increase their sending rate as no loss is detected. This increases the observed RTT (Fig. 3) of all flows, triggering the delay-based flow to back off [19], [20].

A similar behaviour is observed when a bottleneck is shared between flows from a hybrid and a delay-based algorithm: BBR outperforms Vegas. However, the difference in the throughput is less significant than the one observed in the previous scenario, with the Vegas flow claiming almost 40 Mbps on average (Table I). When we increase the number of Vegas or BBR flows at the bottleneck to four, the new flows increase their bandwidth at the expense of the BBR flow, reducing its share from 50 Mbps down to 20 Mbps, and increasing the fairness index to 0.9 – 0.94 [4]. This is a consequence of the fact that BBR tries to operate without filling the queues, allowing the delay-based algorithm to grow and claim more bandwidth. Thus, we conclude that, in contrast to loss-based algorithms, delay-based algorithms can co-exist with hybrid-based ones.

When the bottleneck is shared between a hybrid and a loss-based algorithm, Cubic outperforms BBR, reducing its share of resources to as little as 8% on average (Table I), confirming results from [39]. The fairness index at the start of the connection is very low as Cubic claims almost all the available bandwidth at the expense of the BBR flow. After the Cubic flow fills the buffers, BBR measures an increased RTT and...
ADOPTS, as a consequence, a more aggressive approach (Fig. 3). However, packet loss triggers Cubic’s back-off mechanism, allowing BBR to measure a lower RTT estimate. Consequently, BBR reduces its rate, allowing the Cubic flow to claim more bandwidth again. Moreover, when we increase the number of Cubic flows to three, the throughput of the BBR flow drops close to zero. Similarly, even three BBR flows are not able to compete with one Cubic flow, with each of them claiming approximately 5% of the total bandwidth on average [4].

**Delay.** Even if one loss-based algorithm is present at the bottleneck, the observed delay is determined by it, nullifying the advantages of delay-based and hybrid algorithms, namely the prevention of the queue buildup. BBR, as well as Vegas, which claim to be able to operate with a small RTT, suffer from a huge increase in average RTT (by more than 100 ms, Table I) when competing with Cubic (compared to 1−5 ms without Cubic). However, when a link is shared between a hybrid and a delay-based flow, both of them are able to maintain a low RTT. In such scenarios, hybrid algorithms, such as BBR, due to their more aggressive approach compared to

---

**Fig. 3:** BW scenario: Comparison of average RTT, average throughput, and fairness index for representatives of the congestion control algorithm classes groups in case the link is shared by 2 flows using the same algorithm (time unit 300ms).

**TABLE I:** BW scenario with 2 flows: Different metrics for representatives of the three congestion control algorithm groups (calculated for 5 different runs).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>Loss- vs. Loss-based</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>44.98</td>
<td>93.57</td>
<td>76.65</td>
<td>48.77</td>
<td>46.59</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>43.15</td>
<td>93.78</td>
<td>78.32</td>
<td>50.98</td>
<td>46.59</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delay- vs. Delay-based</td>
<td>Vegas</td>
<td>43.81</td>
<td>94.81</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>48.65</td>
<td>45.37</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vegas</td>
<td>Vegas</td>
<td>42.72</td>
<td>94.76</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>49.79</td>
<td>44.38</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hybrid vs. Hybrid</td>
<td>BBR</td>
<td>44.98</td>
<td>92.32</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>52.18</td>
<td>46.70</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BBR</td>
<td>BBR</td>
<td>42.72</td>
<td>94.39</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>46.89</td>
<td>44.36</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loss-based vs. Hybrid</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>82.29</td>
<td>94.27</td>
<td>70.37</td>
<td>90.91</td>
<td>85.05</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BBR</td>
<td>BBR</td>
<td>7.56</td>
<td>88.86</td>
<td>174.38</td>
<td>8.87</td>
<td>7.89</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loss- vs. Delay-based</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>87.73</td>
<td>94.34</td>
<td>67.16</td>
<td>97.80</td>
<td>90.66</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vegas</td>
<td>Vegas</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>91.57</td>
<td>139.79</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delay-based vs. Hybrid</td>
<td>Vegas</td>
<td>38.37</td>
<td>94.34</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>37.31</td>
<td>39.83</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BBR</td>
<td>BBR</td>
<td>48.56</td>
<td>94.68</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>61.65</td>
<td>50.37</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
delay-based algorithms, determine the RTT. Vegas flows, as a consequence, suffer from a small increase in RTT (from 1.68ms to 4.55ms, Table I).

**Summary.** In terms of fairness, the only combination that works well together is delay and hybrid algorithms. In such a scenario, delay is low and the throughput fairly shared, the more flows the fairer the distribution of resources. Hybrid, as well as delay-based algorithms, suffer from a huge increase in the observed delay if even one loss-based algorithm is present at the bottleneck making them unusable in typical networks consisting of many different flows. We observe that the most popular TCP flavour, Cubic, is prone to oscillation and has a high convergence time (∼20s). Further, we observe that BBR is not stable, reacting to very small changes in the observed RTT, which was not previously reported in the literature.

### D. Results: RTT scenario

We observe RTT-fairness issues for all three groups of algorithms. Even though loss-based algorithms such as Cubic claim good RTT-fairness properties, they favour the flow with a lower RTT [40]. This is most noticeable when analyzing two Cubic flows in Fig. 5. Even when the number of flows increases to 4 (Fig. 6), the flow with the lowest RTT immediately claims all the available resources, leaving less than half to the other flows in the first 30 s. Several improvements addressing this problem, such as TCP Libra [32] have been proposed. However, current kernel implementations do not capture these improvements.

The fairness index for delay-based algorithms slowly increases over time, but due to a very conservative congestion avoidance approach of Vegas, even after 60s, flows do not converge (Fig. 6). When we increase the number of Vegas flows to four, the dynamics at the bottleneck becomes more complex with the newest flow (with the highest RTT) claiming the largest share of resources at the end (Fig. 6). Moreover, contrary to the previous scenarios, in the slow start phase, Vegas flows fill the bottleneck queue and the observed queuing delay increases to 70ms. However, after 30s the queues are drained, fairness improves, and the observed queuing delay is very low for all flows (2−3ms, Fig. 6).

Hybrid-based algorithms, such as BBR, favour the flow with the higher RTT, confirming results from [33], [39]. The flow with a higher RTT overestimates the bottleneck link, claiming all the available resources and increasing the queuing delay (Fig. 5) by a factor of more than 10 (from ∼4ms to ∼50ms). Moreover, when we increase the number of BBR flows to four, contrary to expectations, the average RTT increases significantly (by a factor of almost 30) reaching values comparable to the ones observed by the loss-based algorithms in the same scenario although only BBR flows were present at the bottleneck (Fig. 6, Table III).

**Summary.** We observe that RTT-fairness is poor for all
groups of algorithms. Delay-based algorithms are the only ones that can maintain a low delay compared to the other two groups. However, they still do not converge towards their fair share. Loss-based algorithms such as Cubic perform poorly, contrary to expectations and their own claims, favouring flows with lower RTTs. When loss-based algorithms converge to a fair share, the convergence time is so slow that the average fairness index is still low (0.69 on average). Finally, hybrid algorithms such as BBR suffer from significant dynamics in the sharing among its own flows, favoring those with higher RTT and significantly increasing the queuing delay. Hence, we observe that even when only BBR flows are present on the bottleneck, the claim of being able to operate without filling the buffers is not true.

E. Results: QUIC

When QUIC is used with different congestion control algorithms, we observe similar interactions as earlier. With BBR, we observe the same RTT-unfairness properties as with the TCP BBR, which always favours the flows with a higher RTT (with an average fairness index of 0.59). Similarly, QUIC with Cubic always favours the flow with a lower RTT. However, the difference between the throughput of the two QUIC Cubic flows is much smaller than the one observed for the TCP equivalent, with an average fairness index of 0.93. In all our QUIC scenarios where hybrid (BBR) and loss-based (Cubic) flows compete, Cubic outperforms BBR. Over time, as QUIC BBR flows detect a higher RTT and adopt a more aggressive
TABLE III: RTT scenario: Different metrics for representatives of the congestion control algorithm classes in case the link is shared by four flows using the same algorithm (calculated for 5 different runs).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>Loss-based</td>
<td>Cubic(50ms)</td>
<td>47.48</td>
<td>93.86</td>
<td>216.60</td>
<td>53.66</td>
<td>49.59</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cubic(100ms)</td>
<td>15.32</td>
<td>92.39</td>
<td>264.99</td>
<td>17.71</td>
<td>16.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cubic(150ms)</td>
<td>11.70</td>
<td>91.62</td>
<td>316.87</td>
<td>13.62</td>
<td>12.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cubic(200ms)</td>
<td>13.68</td>
<td>92.33</td>
<td>368.14</td>
<td>15.78</td>
<td>14.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>Delay-based</td>
<td>Vegas(50ms)</td>
<td>27.32</td>
<td>92.98</td>
<td>94.29</td>
<td>31.09</td>
<td>28.54</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vegas(100ms)</td>
<td>41.85</td>
<td>93.88</td>
<td>144.11</td>
<td>47.13</td>
<td>43.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vegas(150ms)</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>90.80</td>
<td>196.87</td>
<td>8.62</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vegas(200ms)</td>
<td>11.57</td>
<td>91.47</td>
<td>245.18</td>
<td>13.22</td>
<td>12.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>BBR(50ms)</td>
<td>7.11</td>
<td>88.01</td>
<td>203.63</td>
<td>42.56</td>
<td>7.44</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BBR(100ms)</td>
<td>15.23</td>
<td>91.61</td>
<td>253.49</td>
<td>21.43</td>
<td>16.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BBR(150ms)</td>
<td>22.20</td>
<td>93.59</td>
<td>302.70</td>
<td>18.81</td>
<td>23.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BBR(200ms)</td>
<td>42.39</td>
<td>94.18</td>
<td>353.22</td>
<td>15.97</td>
<td>44.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6: RTT scenario: Comparison of average RTT, average throughput, and fairness index for representatives of the congestion control algorithm classes in case the link is shared by 4 flows using the same algorithm (time unit 300ms).

IV. CONCLUSION

After dividing existing congestion control algorithms into three groups (loss-based algorithms, delay-based algorithms, and hybrid algorithms), we studied their interactions. We observed multiple fairness issues, among flows of the same group, across different groups, as well as when flows having different RTTs were sharing a bottleneck link. We found that delay-based, as well as hybrid algorithms, suffer from a decrease in performance when competing with flows from the loss-based group, making them unusable in a typical network where the majority of flows will rely on a loss-based algorithm. Not only do they get an unfair share of the available bandwidth, but they also suffer from a huge increase in the observed delay when the loss-based algorithms fill the queues.

approach, BBR grabs more bandwidth at the expense of the Cubic flows. However, this process is slow and the throughput of the BBR flow remains low. Detailed measurements of QUIC can be found in the extended version of this paper [4].
The only combination that worked well together was delay and hybrid algorithms: the observed RTT was low and resources (in terms of type of congestion control) will receive their expected share of resources, requires that resource isolation be provided between the different groups.
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